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To evaluate this question, it was mecessary to determine the 
function of the barrier trench in which the crushed atoe was 
placed. Additionally, it was necessary to determine the 
properties of the crushed stone, the properties of the 
copacted earthfill which it replaced, and whether any other 
problems ight bae* resulted from differences betmween the 
1075-crushed atoe and a compacted earthfill. For Zemple.  
oe suca difference is the poroues nature of the crushed 
steoefill as compared to the relatively impervious cpacted 
earthrill.  

There are two uadergroand barrier trenches designated Trench 
A and Trench B. Theo purpose of these trenches is to proside 
a stable structare which will coanfine the potentially 
liquefiable aszerial lying in the generally northerly 
direction from Trench A and is the generally easterly 
direction frm Trench B. Canfinment of this potentially 
liquefiable material is demed necessary to assure the 
piping supported by the earth and running from the intake 
pump structure to the pleat does not lose its support. lore 
specifically, to assure that it is not dragged towamrd the 
river if the potentially liquefiable material should aundergo 
a dynamic occarrence of sufficient magnitude to cause 
liquefaction.  

The specific area of concern with regard to the 1075-crushed 
stone is in the southerly end of Trench B. An exmple of the 
use of 1075-crushed stone in this area is show Oan FSAI 
Fiture 2.S-602, which is a cross-section throaugh Trench 5 at 
station 1 * 00. The concern was derived from the fact that 
the original drawings for the construction of the aunderground 
barrier trenches showed a bottom layer of 1075-crusb*d stone 
approximately 120 thick. Bowver, the depth to bedrock for 
Trench 8 was greater than originally thought. There was also 
a potential problem with moisture control of earthfill, 
resulting from the increased precipitation during the fall 
ad witer Months, at which Lim this part of Trench a was 
being placed. Due to thse conditions it was decided to ase 
larger mounts of the 1075-crashed stone in the backfill of 
Trench B than bad originally been intended.
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FSAR Figure 2.5-553 provided the informtio uased in. and the 
results of. the calculations made to determine that the 
barrier trenches have sufficient strength to resist the 
potential liquefactieo loads that might occur under the 
specified seimic event. Therefore, the primary 
cosideration in assessing the adequacy of the 1075-crushed 
stowe in this structure ast be ascertained by determisiag 
the capabillty of that crushed stoe to develop the strength 
necessary to resist the leads imposed ea it by the seisaic 
occurrence. It Mas alsoI useful to ascertai the strengmth of 
the 1075 material relative to the cmpacted earthfill 
oritisally istended at the elevations abov the originally 
designed 12-inch thickness of OTS1075-crushed stone.  

So testing had bees performed on the 1075-crushed stoe to 
determine its inaternal angle of friction. However. as shon 
in TVA's specification T-1, Section 1075, the material shall 
be of crashed stone free of a variety of deleterious 
substances, shall have a maxims size of 1.5 inches. anad 
shall ha* a minimum of fine material. Review of TVA's 
specification T-1. Section 1032, shows the 1032-crashed stone 
has a very similar maxima size but includes approximately 50 
percent of the material passing through a nmber 4 sieve as 
compared to five percent maximuam for the 1075-crushed stone.  

Testing was performd by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on 
three inch maximum size crashed limestone, similar to that 
used at the watts Bar Nuclear Statioa with a maxim of two 
percent passing through a one inch square sieve. Figures 
have ben prepared showing the shear ttess capability of the 
materials mentioned above with respect to the normal stress.  
In keeping with the fact that generally larger aggregate of 
sharp contours, such as crushed ste, generally have larger 
angles of internal friction, it appoearTs consistent to ase an 
internal friction angle () of 40 as is showm eo FAR 
Figure 2.5-583.  

Shear st:rength data for a wide range of different rockfill 
materials with maximun particle sizes ranging from 3/4" to s" 
are available. The lower bouned for the friction angle of the 
samples we approximately 40 degrees in the range of 
effective normal force of interest for WM trenches. The 
majority of the friction angle values were between 45 and 50 
degrees.
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It was appareat the 107S-crushed stoe is streger than the 
campected erthfill within the ranges of effective normal 
frce ecuntered at the depths of plac1met. Threfoare in 
term of evluatig the strmgth of 1075-crushLed stoe i 
replacit the capacted etrthfill, the use of this material 
was technically acceptable.  

I*e cr ctd u rthfill origially intemead ma the bottom 
of Trech t is esse tially imperuis to water flow. To the 
coatrry. 1075-crushed stem is ofteSm sed as a material 
where a ge is required. One elmat of coucern reslting 
from the substitutie at 1075-crushed stoe could be whether 
the greatly icret d pernmaility of the barrier trcth 
cpromised its ability to perform its confimamet function.  
For UMPlr, the questiom ight be posed as to whether this 
type of material will preelde the transmissio of liquefied sad should an occurrece happe to liuefy the s«ad layer 
adjacent to the copacted crushed steo. lowevr, tho 
cross-sections of Treach show the design water level to be well above the saud layer and indeed. above the top of the 
crashed stone. This Mau the crushed steom layer is completely saturated ad is ot as open void which a 
liquefied material could flow into. Also. the dow hill side of the 1075 is constrained by earthfill of little if gay 
slope toward the river. Therefore. liquefactiom of the material between the Barrier Trench B and the river ould not result in a significant flow of material away from Trench I.  For this to happe it would be ecessary for all of the 
liuefied material on the uphill side of the barrier trench 
to displace the water from the barrier trench which is tura would have to displace material betweem the barrier trench 
ad the river out of the way to permit flow. Sach an 
occurrence does not seeo possible.  

Therefore,. it was concluded the use of 107S-crashed stone is 
acceptable from this aspect, also.  

The abov discussion was reviewed with Professor Seed of the BivTersity of California. Me concurred with the general 
reasoaning and the conclusion.
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The second question posed by TA Mwas "Uas TVA's a use of a 
procedural specification for compaction control of the 

TS1075-crushed steo technically acceptable?* ELCA interpreted 
this question to be 0Is the compctieon of the 1075 -crushed 
stone thrugh the use of a procedural specificatiesn, without 
subsequent coafiming tests. technically acceptable?' 
Therefore, so attempt has bees mad. to evaluate the specific 
procedural specificatieo.  

In arriving at an answer to this question, it Ms necessary 
to coansider the types of tests that uwosuld be maaingful for 
the crashed stew earthfill and the significance, or lack 
thereof. on some of the testing that is performed oa 
compacted earchfill. Coampcted eartkfill is tested for 
density and moisture coantent. The determination of moisture 
content is not meaningful for the OTS1075-crushed stonefiU 
because of the absence of fines. That is. the moisture 
content is critical for the earthfill above the 1075-crushed 
stonea but not for the crashed stone itself.  

Obtaining a smple for density measurements from compacted 
earthfill is relatively simple, it uses a small test smple 
and disturbs a very minor portion of the earthfill.  
However, obtaining a density sample from a crushed stone such 
as the 1075 material, is much more difficult and requaires a 
much larger sample. Consequently, it is likely that more of 
the consolidated crushed stonefill will be disturbed during 
obtaining the smple and it will be more difficult to replace 
the material that has been removed. Further, consolidation 
of crashed stonefill, which has bee accomplished primarily 
by vibration, is less sensitive to the compaction procedare 
than is the case with a fine grain fill.  

This lack of sensitivity to the compaction procedure i 
coarse filter material was illustrated by the compaction 
tests from Eartsville Aclear Plant. These tests, which 
included the ase of the sme heavy vibrating roller used at 
Watts Bar, demonstrated that adequate relative densities are 
obtained after three passes over 12 inch loose lifts.
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The ceapaction procedure for the 1075 material at Watts Bar 
called for a minima of six passes on me.ima 10 inch lifts 
using heavy vibratory rollers. The inspection of the 
compaction was decmented oa a daily basis throughout the 
duratioe of the backfill operation from September 185 until 
July 1984. The daily inspection incladed iatformatio about 
lift beights,. mbe of roller passes,. mauts of backfill 
Material sad loearions as Uall as Weather coaditions.  

For ressous provided above, the use of a procedural 
specification for comapction control if the 1075-crushed 
stoe was considered technically acceptable.  

Coacers: Fill Placement 

Fill Elaument - The areas of concern we that improper 
backfill methds mre used, resultita in lift limits being 
exceeded d compaction levels falling below renqirements in 
Trenches A mad B.  

Tho concern was not factual, except in a relatively few cases 
that were documented oa ICsU as work progressed. The 
cognizant CQC inspectors stated that inspectors were always 
present daring backfill operations. and lift thickness and 
compaction were rigorously controlled at all times in 
Accordance with WUB OCP 2.01 and 2.06. Daily Backfill 
Reports and fill compaction test data for earth and 
cohesioaless asterials are on file documenting that 
earthfill and 1032-crashed stone backfill was placed in 
specified lift thicknesses nd compacted. as required by 
Drawirgs 10213-1 and -2. The 1075-crushed stone was 
installed and inspected in accordance with Drawing 101213-2, 
Note-1. This was a procedural compaction specification.  
which specified a particular type of compaction equipment, 
specified layrr thickaess, and number of passes of the 
compaction quipmeant. This was all that was required to 
place 1075-crushed stone and is a normal and accepted 
construction practice for placing coarse granular aterials.
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The SBC inspectors examined the records and observed the 
backfill operations in Trenches A and B on three different 
eccasioas . and On only one visit was a reportable condition 
identified. These inspectionas were docmented on URC 
Inspection Reports 50-390/83-14. 50-390/84-16, saad 
50-390/84-64. IM 5131 was written and dispositioned to 
document the sites response to MNC finding of some test 
samplig deficiencies. MCR 6323. 6338, 5257. sad 5804 were 
also writte to docmeat the few specification sad/or 
procedural violationas with regard to backfill operations in 
the Trenches. All these CRs were dispositioned as 
aonsignificant and rn-as-is. This was verification that 

the placement and inspection problems were documented.  

Concer: Incorrect Construction 

Incorrect Constrauction The areas of concern were that (1) a "lgp" exists between theo IPS and the Trench B backfill, where 
all the saad was not excavated resulting in a questionable 
structure and (2) CQC was told not to write an XCR on this 
condition. tVis concern is not accurate with regard to 
stractural stability sad the writing of the NCR. There was 
an area of fine sands left, but the area does not pose a 
threat to the structural integrity of the Barrier Trench-B.  

Response: 

DME/DUC response to URSES Investigation Report 11-85-442-113 
dated March 13. 1986 addressed the issue of adequate cutoff.  
The results of this ECTO evaluation concur with the DIE/DMC 
response, sad statements from that report are repeated to 
give a consolidated finding.  

The drawing (103213-1 sad -2). issued for construction, 
required an adequate cutoff. Based on a visual field 
inspection performed when the Barrier Trench was being 
excavated and other site conditions. DN ruled the cutoff as 
adequate. The visual field inspection was performed by the 
DiR engineer responsible for the design of the Underground 
Barrier.  

It is correct that for the Underground Barrier Trench B, some 
fine sands were intentionally left between the Barrier Trench 
excavatioa and the formed the IPS excavation. In lien of 
making a total cutoff and possibly undermining the
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Category I sheet pile wall behind the IPS, the Barrier Trench 
excavation (cutoff) was extended to the extent evaluated and 
determined to be adequate. This adequacy was based on (a) 
the geometrical relationship of the Trench-B excavation and 
backfill with the IPS, and intake channel excavation and 
backfill, ad (b) on the fact that any loss of material from 
behind the Underground Barrier due to liquefaction mst be 
preceded by movement of a massive mount of material a the 
flood plain into the river.  

The geometrical relationship of the excavation and backfill 
limits of Trench-B, the IPS, and the intake channel are sauch 
that only a small zone of sand was left in place. The 
excavation limits for these three features overlap, except 
near the top of rock where the sand zone exists. The zone is 
estimated (based on construction ihotographs and visual 
observation of the Trench excavation) to be approximately 3
to 4-feet high and 5- to 6-feet wide at the base or top of 
rock. This zone is probably from 100- to 125-feet in length 
in the area of concern. This zone also contains an 
indeterminate amoaunt of nonliquefiable basal gravel. The 
basal gravel is the material layer just above rock at the 
plant site and varies in thickness from 1# foot to 8+ feet.  
This material was not remomed during the over excavation of 
the intake channel. In fact, the basal gravel provided the 
foundation for the earthfill that was placed to construct the 
intake channel slopes.  

The other site condition, that affected the engineer's 
evaluation that the cutoff was adequate, was that a massive 
volume of material would have to be moved off the flood plain 
and into the river to create a void where the potentially 
liquefiable sands behind the Barrier could move.  

The evaluation as to the adequacy of the cutoff was based on 
engineering judgment by licensed professional engineers, 
using the fact that an analysis bad already been performed on 
the intake channel (FSAR Section 2.5.4.8 and 2.5.5.2.1) and 
corrective action accomplished, which formed a barrier 
between the river aad the small area in question of the 
cutoff trench. The CQC inspector involved at the time of the 
decision, whether to leave the material or not, stated that 
he felt at the time that the clay contact had really been 
reached, and that the amount of material estimated to have 
been left, according to DEl/DWC response, was greatly 
exaggerated and conservative to be on the safe side in their 
evaluation.
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uOder the mot coaservative sceario of assming that the in 
sits sand layer could reach a state of liquefaction, there 
aoald be a sarro ekbamel of liquefied sad providing a 
potential flm path eamtt ftrech B aud the IPS for 
ligaefied ateral located east of ftrech B. In order for 
my flow to actually take plac through this hypothetical 
*chM l,' the yderstatic Pessure Differettial, or *"MBi, 
betwms poefts Pth and soutc of the cut-off Wald bav to 
be bsffitciet to vearfne the flow resistauce provided by the 
residual strgth of the liquefied sad. In the judgmenat of 

CA, the available pressure differtatial is clearly 
isufficiest to sutais may flow oterial thOrugh this 
chanel, ee if the residual strength of the limonfi.' s*nd 
is conservatively assed to be oztremly low.  

Is smry. RLCA considers TVA*s coeclusion that a adeoquate 
cut-off euists betwee Itrach B adt the IPS to be reasonable 
and justifiable.  

The above was revi-ed with Professor Seed. B agreed with 
the geeral reasoning ad coeclusios. Specifically, it mr 
suggested that the effectiveness of the sand layer 
consolidation, as described, could be bettor understood by 
penetration testing.  

Cocern: Slope Deterioration Due to frosioa 

SlEow Deterioration DIu to rtosion - The area of concern ma 
that there has been dmae to the slope net to the IPS west 
side, Barrier Trench- side. caused by *ither as artesian 
well or yard draiage pond eping through flope.  

*aEa : These conceras were factual with respect to a 
water sUrce had opened a hole is the slope face, ad ceased 
some Ifitoed erosion. Ibever, the flow of water from the 
sepge arwa bad a negligible alfect on the slope. There was a attempt to locate the serce of the water nflow 
erifgially. La iovestigator from TA's orris Lab dye tested 
the yard draisige hodifg poet, as woil as other potential 
seroeM, but so definite sorce mas identified.  

The seeptr tic wasm eamised is detail on the site visits 
"* by knbert L. Cend Associates both is Juse and July.  

During te L w vIAit, there wu so soopae occurriag; the 
site was slightly adp. On the July visit, a subetantial 
e0o0 nflow esisted. There Msa so my to easure the flow at 

the tim, but ikbseestly a flow of about SO spi mas 
coCs sewc.
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Robert L. Cloud Associates. Inc. Technical Evaluation and 
Respeonse addressed this issue by answeriang TA's question to 
the as indepedeat eagiseers.  

The question asked of EWLCA by TWA was: 

"Uas TWA's coaclusios that the identified seepage had no 
effect on the stability of the intake channel slope valid?" 

The teehaical assessmant of the reasons for the seepage are 
that it occurs beover the water table in the permable 
layers of the trench 5 fill rises higher thaa saw threshold 
value. The water table is supplied and replenished by three 
potential sources: 

* IAtural ground water 

* The yard holding pond 

* Leakage from a large drain pipe (Cooling Tower Blowdown) 
crossing trench B 

During the Juane visit, the drain pipe was not in use; the 
level of the holdiang pond was down; and drought conditions 
prevailed. Therefore, the water table was evidently below 
the threshold value for leakage. In the July visit the level 
of the holdini pond was mch higher; the drainage line was in 
ause for the preceding si weeks; and drought conditions still 
prevailed. Evidently the seepage threshold level of the 
water table in the trench was surpassed by replenishment from 
the last two sources, and the seepage re-initiated.  

The general features, appearance, and overall arrsagement of 
the seepage site appears to be little changed i the two year 
period since trench A was completed. Evidently the seepage 
begam shortly after the trench was completed is July of 1984 
and has occurred intermittently since then. Photographs of 
the seepa flOw taken in MOVmber 1914 show the site 
appearance is comaparable to that of the presenat. Additional 
significant observations are that the seepage wster rums 
clear as in a natural spring. The ditch the seepage water 
flows is is stable. In other words, the seepage is not 
washing or leaching any material, either sand or earth, out 
of trench A. neither is it causing further erosion of the 
earth swrface, or if so, at least enot at say significant nor 
eoes perceptible rate.
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An additional d&.p spot .oserved on the south face of 
trench B in the Julr t.et. The dampaess s at about the 
sa elevattiw -.. Che seepae atd approxiately 20 feet 
distant. e seepage fl has erodedl a small ditch on the 
smt' slope of the trench. This d--e is essentially 
cosmetic. It has caseI as shrt failures aer otherwise 
affected the stability of the slope. nes if it Mwre to 
cause such a failure it aild at necessity he so limited in 
extent as to be iamonuentil.  

Erosion oft the stall surface covetrig O the soath face of 
trench B will not affect the shear strength of the trench nor 
its ability to perfa its design function of stabiliziu the 
site against liguefaction.  

After the ifitial site visit. the seepage issue as discussed 
with Professor Sld and thereafter a re-dation s made 
to monitor the sepage. ollowiag the July site visit, a 
monitoring progra was established and is in the process of 
being iplemented. Data is beinga collected o a daily basis, 

ooaday through Friday, regarding the level of the water 
table. 1oev1 of the peed, floew in the largo drain pipe 
crossig barrier trench B. sepage flow, sad in general say 
changes at the site. As sufficient data becmes available on 
the local bhydrology of the barrier trench, it will be 
possible to deterine the advisability of taking corrective 
action concerning the s**page Wad to determine the 
appropriate action to take, if any. The onaitoring program 
provides adequate control of the situation for the present.  

DE is goilng to initiate aon EC to repair the slope and 
control the sepage flo, after sufficient data has been 
collected for a viable solution to be formlated.  

Co rnrL Documentation and miscellaneous 

SIS Ifosthir tino Aeort IN3-5-442-13 Obmervaton - The 
MSIS report preseted several observations in Section VIII, 

age 51 through page 53 that wre outside of the concern ares 
that they felt re discrepancies in documentation and other 
miscellaneous item.

* *
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he DI/DMC respose dated arch 13, 196. espressed their 
view eM thse observatioss. This EC evaluation coacsv .  
with the nVDIC respooi, with the following additiessl 
isformtim . The WU PSAR changes sd/or additiess that wer 
seeded to resolve comets meae is the IS report have bee 
saubitted ia m rrrm. 1. 0. Barnett, Chief Civil egtinter 
to J. A. A. isteso , Chief clir Etgier, dated barch 27, 
19M. W- PSAR Secties 2.5 - Icewpoerati of Wdergro d 
arrier -as-bsiltO Inafetemsts (41 60327 018). The aree 

of asins verbal lstructios to make chages., was though 
it was allowd according to eotes om drawigs, was researched 
through cognizant KEgiesritg Assurance egineers to 
deterie if there had bees a conditios contrary to the QA 
progrm roegirmnfat. It as determined this practice was 
not a Q& proEr bratdoM. Riever, DK has recognized that 
the practice of approving anything with"vrbal approval 
without follow-up docmatation needs to be discootised.  
The process of establishing this policy has bOs isitiated by 
*moraadf., U. C. Drotleff, Director of Uaclear nginearing 
to Those listed. dated April 4, 196, "Policy omeorandua: 
Formal approval required for field change requasts.% (SOS 
360404 0034 

The observations of the MSMS Report and Respective 
ECTG/DBE/DNC Responses are as follows: 

Observation A.1 

The UW Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAI) does not 
accrately describe the "as-bsilft condition of construction 
of the Category I Underground Barriers (Trenches A and B) for 
Potential Soil Liquefaction and the Class "A backfill around 
the Category I Intake PRptg Statioo (IPS) mad associated 
shoot pile all.  

tISA Figures 2.5-225 and 2.S-226 show "limits of class A' 
backfill around the IPS sad shot pile wall. lowever, thesew 
'liits are not shboam o design drawings issued for 
construction, and are ot representative of the actual 
boundaries of istallatios of copacted backfill around the 
Category I stractures.
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SAR Sections 2.5.4 ead 25.5. as applicable, describe 
features of the Mbertround Barriers for Potential Soil 
Liquefaction fot. er,. the aR doe aot identify the etes t 
of me of graalr material (nch as 1075 I 1032 crushed 
stoe) for backfill. ews met identify the use 1075 
gralar material is lie tf class A or Al backfill, and does 
met clearly identify 1075 mterial as being sbject to or 

amps t fr the castructiom cnatrols described is 51R 
Secties 2.5.4.5-1.4.  

Suspense: 

The st5 will be rewiMd to include the s-stilft 
iaformatio and to clarify other statmets in the PSAR.  

FS Figures 2.5-225 and 2.5-226 we drwifgs showing the 
ecavatiosn and backfi for Category I features at the 
pleat. The drawings will be revised to show the actual 
excavation limits for the IPS and sheet pile all.  

Observatio A.2 

General Construction Specifications 6-9 and T-1 do not 
specify sat inclade appropriate quality standards sad design 
requiremnts for iustallation, inspection, and testing of all 
materials used for Category I backfill at MO.  

General Coastruction Specification 6- is referenced is W 
project domets., such drawings, procedures and 
instructio., for installatio, inspectio ad testing of 
granular fill materials. omar. Specificatioe 6- does not 
specify or include provisions for such materials. The 
Specification addresses rolled earttffl ad other materials, 
principally for d censtruction, and does not clearly 
indicate the applicability for powe plaut earthwork.  

General Constructin Specificatioss T-1 is &ls referenced is 
MW project doc nts for granular materials, such as Section 

1032 sad Section 1075. Nowvr. Specification T-1 provides 
material specifications only, and does not specify or include 
standards or requirements for the installatios, inspection 
and testing of tbhese aterials for use as powr plaat 
backfill.
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ko project costructioe specificatios Mrw foatn to have 
bees issued to specify aM fincla appropriate quality 
stamdrts and dsosi r----r mt for granl backfill 
istallaatie, iaspectioe sad testing at Mu.  

Geral Ccestractis Specificatis 6-9 " md T-1 prwide 
gsral iastrcctis abot se tifll or rmas fill 
placmet sd castrol. Site spectific rgamirumsts (M pem*tw 
ow the type of feature, design regirme.ts. eguipmnt 
available. etc.) are established by the egianeer and placet 
- drawins or i specific construction specificatioes. For 
the UB 8dmirr1od barrier thes reiirmasts ware o 
drowig 12B13-1 aui -2.  

Obmervatie A.3 

Design Druikag 10213-1 sad 13213-2, issued for coustructio 
of tOdergrara Barriers for Poteetial Soil Liguefction," 
permit changes or deviations frm desig requirmests ad 
quality stadards withot idestification, docamntation, sat 
control of such changes or deviations.  

Draiing 10l213-1, "Note Al," ad Drawing 103713-2, "Earthfill 
Rotes' 4(a) sad 4(c) (3), permit the use of "erbal (oral) 
istructious" for activities within the scope of quality 
assurance. Person el stated that soch instructions ere 
issued an iplemeted, ait wMr sot docua ted or otherwise 
idebtifiable or controlled.  

Respoase: 

Verbal istructious were prmitted by the drowings. Prior to 
escavatioe, a caplete site investigatio of subsurface 
Coaditiss Ws sot =md. Cestructioe escavatioe au 
backfill oepratios - t this uie typ of feature do ot 
led themselves t established acceptasce criteria.  
agiserrig svaiutis at the site we the mst espedient 

method of etting the job dme. The M egiser, 
resposible for the feature desig, me* frequest site 
ispectiens to observe pregres a to evaluate coneitiens as 
they becm visible. These types of mgieeria.g »valutitee 
of is sits ceditiet s id sot lead th lves- to predetemined 

etes a drauigs or is cestructioes specificatiest . cesse
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of the ature of these verbal itstructimu., ead the 
additial isaorstior about site cnditions. the stability 

ly es w fraer.Mtly recralcilated t coatim the 
stability ot the rgrouIaId barrier. At the capletie of 
crnstrctin as alysis at the as-fr ilt condities was 
me.- This s-iltf malysis took into *ccunt the 
codtifs that rerlte th verbtal iastructions sd 
i P.d si. inmdtibes. The resmts or the amipsis, 
takian isto assen these factos, showed the - ecrsra s 
borri was adavote for its inatni*d fmatien. Fwr the 
relts of this omalysis, arwt to the elysis report ( 
letter to the dtet Jmuary 16, 198I (Lm 50116 109)).  
no P1S is aim bengi reiiso to ienteld the as-ailtr 
naslysis.  

Ie coacrete tter, located sutest of the Istake Prpin 
Stati sheet pile well, is Met Merving its istened 
function. The sil os the s*urthst side of the ltter has 
bees r t die to spi oe or drainage fre the discharge 
pipe at isert *elvatii 70. efer to Draigs 105234 n 
105215. * 

The eraded wors will be repaired When the a1 is ijssue to 
repair slope. Seeding after the repair shoult prdesc 
recurrnce.  

Obervatite A.5 

The upper slpes of the Intake Chnasel, above the riprap at 
southwest of Iftake Ppifg Station a cocrete gstter, have 
sigtificast codities of erosios. The erosioe of soil is 
progressive std ppers to be due to surface water rr f std 
lack of adeuatef slope protectioes. Refer the Drainr 10215.

See respose to Obsercatios .4
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Caclusieo: Darrier Tremacbs 

no cncera wre t factual la all the ars with regart to 
the plame camacers abat the qality ot mtarials sseand m 
the sractural itarity the earrier Treiches. Ih 
matorial mmd a mheft us we perfogse accecding to 

raw&t at especifications. an ispectad properly. hucr.  
owe m kbrem is OL desiga, and/ri constructio of the 

S1gg leDrrier Tmachm. re owe se. ar- m thatr 
osoed clarificatios is the U FP, at them are is the 
srocss ot beiag cur cted.  

Imbert L. aClt Assciates. Iac. ade the fellowiag 
observatios and general eoaclasions.  

h desig ad coastructiosn of the seimic barrier traeches 
smor the latake Ppiag Station at W have beea revianld.  
The results of our review are clar ad saumiguess.  

On a eaiameriag basis, LCA believes the * Widrgrrast 
barrier treaches were s btedly Zapre ed by asiag crashed 
stae imateed of the origeally specified oarthfill. The 
mcoth of placig atd compacRti the crushed ster was 
apprpriat to assare that the barrier perform the istended 
design (facties. ILCA does at belie the seopag is a 
threat to the istake chassel mbebarsut stability, mor is it 
believed possible that may urm ad sead at the fot of 
Traach B coUal compromise the facti of the treach.  

The bowe as raevimd with Professor a. koIlte Soe at the 
WOiersity of California at oarkalor. Re cocaucred with the 
gameral coasclusisoms.  

4.2 Siaf Rele 

4.2.1 Site Specific 

C r: A large sik ble had bans formd is the arcthill 
s the maot side of the Turbine bilding (TI), am the 

ecsswary corrective actieas to idatify the case t a 
proper solatis bedt aet b perforned by constructioe frces.

*
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Sme constructieo trailers had bes located as sa ares south 
of the existiag smouth cod ste storage tauk the east.  
side of Ibrbine aildisc at aopproiate elevacien 727+. The 
trailers awe Im e. at, lrge Mt hole as discovare.  

Site civil eissria. isarvMited the sikhtol* to detemine 
the est st dsource. A large hole apprmzimfely 15-feet 
dugp uss excaated to now the bettie of the abandamed init-2 
riager cram fouadstioas, w1r a cavity of approrimely 
24-iuchos in diameter was discovered runsian marth back suder 
crae fTmrtis The cavity Mas filled with meater that 
appeared to be oily ead fomw. mich itdicat eda leak in as 
air line. Ceostructios perseomel opPned at closed the valve 
to a marby eight-iacf diameter constructio air lime. The 
Mster is the cavity res nd fell iem pressurized with 
operaties of valve. Te air lie was plugged ad abMandonMd.  
The Mwater was pmped out ad so ore drained back iute the 
cavity. The cavity mas escavated to a poist at the bottam of 
the fomadatieM Mere it sarromed to eight-to-tesn iches in 
diameter. It ma evaluated is cousolatios with OE, ad 
decided that the espease ad effort to dig further Ma sot 
secessary. The cavity Mas backfilled with coampacted 
1032-craushed stes ad filled to existigt grade.  

The bole has bs backfilled atd there has boa to visible 
reoccarrece of the hole or t spotec.  

The citwil-C perseeml Mwre iolved is the decisioes to 
backfill the hole, aud msitored the backfill operactio.  

The Backfill Daily Reports. Seets - 040 throush 046 dated 
April 29. 19S5 thresu Kay 9, 195, are on file and docamct 
that the mterial Mas ualified, isspected for proper 
placeaoest, amd passed all compactieo test.  

Orwing (105210, Reovisio 28) has the riager cras fouesadatios 
ad the euistese of the cavity neted.  

The ECT evaluatioes ceocurs with DC respouse to Employee 
Cocern E-54-442-n that the hole Mas isvestigated, problem 
souerce identified gad corrective action takes.  

The wrkt Mas performed to eistisg specifications ad 
procedures.
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Coaclusioe: Stak fIle 

Te oeerIm was factual is that a sinak ole or wt are was 
formd- I-Maer. the sink hole as excavated to a reasonable 
reduction point. the source Ms idestifi ed and liinafted, 
the bele as backfilled using gualified material atd 

mecnted eo draming.  

4.3 lwufm ULime ackfill 

4.3.1 Site Specific 

Disc«sion 

Cotnr: That the cooling tower bloudou pipes are leaking 
Bo badly, de to iaproper installation (iproper backfill), 
that erosion balm pip* will cause collapse of the pipe and 
the seimic barri my be eroded. Also that the pipeline 
as reworked because of improper backfill and a CC had to be 

issued because inspectors would not take verbal directions 
from engineering o the type of fill to be used.  

The cooling tower blowdown pipes wre designed as a 66-inch 
corrugated metal pipe (CaP) with a 48-inch fiberglass liner 
with grout between the outer CHP and liner. The 66-inch CIP 
as originally installed is 176. The 4-inch fiberglass 

liner as installed within the 66-lach CHP in 1978. The 
backfill of the 6-iach CP Ms inspected and docameoted i 
accorduce with MW QCP-2.01 and QCP-2.06. De to contisoses 
wet areas i the field, south of the 35-cre holding pond, an 
inspection of the cooling tower blowdown lie M conducted 
of the internal 4-inch fiberglass liner. The inspectior 
revealed erou problam with the li0r that were 
responsibl for the las, nd om e of the probl wMre 
caused by the backfill operati of the original pipeline.  
The fiberglass liver damge mas quite etesive is the eroe 
of the original inspectiea-opoeing patch joints ant support 
bracs that had brokes through the lier wall. The damae 
resulted from he the pipe had be ifstalled, aligned, and 
greeted within the 6-inch CW, not by the backfill placemet 
of the original 6-ichk OC. The pipe between the cooling 
tower wit box at appreiately elevation 701 to the pipe-tee 
was repaired by patchig the xisting fiberglass pipe. This
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repair procedure did not stop the leaks totally, but reduced 
the leakage of water to an acceptable anout to satisfy DME.  
The pipelie was never desigd to be copletely wtertight.  
The leg of the pipe betwen the T and Holding Pond was oat 
cossidered to be repairable due to extesive idage. The 
section of pipe betmoM the existing access manole (g. .) 
sad tee of the holding pod leg was ompletely replaced using 
a 48-ich Class III eorete pipe in accordance with CC-CA7 
in 1985. The backfill material bel the bloedoms lie is 
granular mterial which will allow for any mall moat of 
water lakiU to drain to the soth fslop of the acavated 
area. Domentatios reviewed dom-strated that the material 
used, met or exceeded test r*uilrmt. I2 

The original backfill aterial was placed, inspected. and 
doeemnted it accordance to WI QCP-2.01 sad QCP-2.06. The 
backfill around the reworked section of the bloedoun pipe ws 
installed in accordance with CCI-C47. The CCX-C47, Revision 
0 Mas originally written to change the routing of the pipe 
and to change the type of pipe. owever, CC-C7, Revision 1 
am 3 was written to clarify backfill regairmrnts arond the 
48-inch concrete pipe due to CQC inspectors reluctance to 
work from verbal instructions.  

The inspection of the blowdown pipe roote did not produce any 
visual wet areas or indications of a return of the leakage 
problem is the repaired/replaced areas. There was evidence of 
a source of previous watt seepag through the slope on the 
south side of Barrier Trench . However, there was o water 
eepage on the inspection tour and the enginers stated that 
thero had not been any seepag since the blowdoMw lines had 
been repaired.  

There was so wuter seepap on a later inspection visit to 
the arrier TreI ch in July. 1986 st the barrier trench and 
lMar river end of blowdoMw lines. This is addressed in this 
Subcategory Reprt - Barri Trench Section 4.1 Slope 
Deterioration Due to Erosion.  

The BloMdown Pipe Leakage issue is also addressed in 
coustruction Subctegory 17100-echanicsl, Section 4.5 
Pipe/Fittilgs. The area between the pipe-te* nd the 
river is goilg to be replaced. The 66-inch fibrglass pipe 
dowstreM of the te leading to the river, presently is being 
replaced with 72-isch concrete pipe uandr ECU 6455 (delivry 
of mtwrials has started). The presently installed 48-inac 
fiberglass pipe from the coolin tower to the too is under 
observation. This corrective action is being tracked for 
WI-4CTG on CATD 17105-WU-01.
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Coaclusion 

The concerns wre generally factual in that a bad leakage 
problem did exist prior to 19W5; that a potential erosion 
problem did exist; and that a CCw us revised to eliminate 
verbal instructios to inspectors. oMwever, the leakage 
problem was sot cased by improper backfill material or 
ethods of backfill placement; the pipes have bee repaired, 

eliminating the extree leakage and erosion potential; CQC 
Ms justified in requesting documentation of backfill 
requirements; and other arass of pipe is presently being 
replaced.  

4.4 EC3U Pipelines Backfill 

4.4.1 Site Specific 

Discussion 

Concern: Improper backfill methods (uncontrolled dumping) 
were Bsed during original installation of the E3CU piping.  
resulting in the 30-inch difaeter pipes having excessive 
stress placed on them.  

Response: 

The four 30-inch diameter ERC3 pipes and two 12-inch diameter 
fPFP pipes were placed .0 feet on centers, in a continuous 
trench, from the IPS to the Auxiliary Building (AB). and 
buried with Type A *arthfill or liwatone send (AS=T C 33) 
backfill. The buried pipes were boeed in a msaner that 
provided a continuous and uniform bearing between the bottom 
of trench sad the bottom quadrant of the pipe for its full 
length. The pipe generally was to have had a minium cover 
of 2-feet 6-inches below finished grade, and a minimum depth 
of 6-ilcbes beneath the bottom of the pipe. The backfill was 
to have bees placed i 6-iach loose layers and compacted.  
The backfill material on either side of the pipe, was to be 
equal to or less thaa 6-ainch maimm variation, compacted 
by a Buffalo-Boag W60-S Vibrating Compactor. The material 
was to have bee compacted in this manner to at least 
8-lahes of compacted fill above the pipe. The Type A or 
Itmestone sad backfill was the to be placed in 6-inch loose 
layers, and each laer compacted sing a Baygo 4000-A 
Vibrating Compactor until at least 12-inches of fill was 

bowe the top of the pipe. The Type A earthfill was to be
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compacted to at least 95 percent standard. Mas dry deasity 
with a moisture content of s 3 perce. of optimam. The 
limstome sand was to be compacted to at least 70 percent 
relative density with as average relative density of 75 
percent.  

These wre the requiremuts *isting at the time of the 
original backfill of the 33C0 pipelines istallatios. The 
atrk beiag doe ia accordace with these reirements mwold 

not have prodced excessive stresses in the pipes.  

mW CQC inspectors mwer srys present during backfill 
pis--mt. since this was a Category-I seismic ipe. and all 
specifications, procedures, aad documentation rptuirMeamts 
were complied with. Three of the inspectors that actually 
performed the inspections were interviewed, sad they could 
not identify any problems or deviations from specifications 
and/or drawings. These inspectors seemd very knowledgeable 
of the work that went on, nearly nine years ago. They know 
the details of the work very well.  

Randor Backfill Daily Reports for the Type A earthfill 
between August 24, 1976 sad August 22. 1978 verified the 
material used Mas from approved borrow areas. material was 
placed in specified lift thicknesses, compacted with 
specified equipment, and net the specified compaction 
criteria.  

Random fill compaction test data reports between 
September 27. 1977 and July 6, 1979 verified that the 
limestone sand used cam from a qualified source, the sand 
was placed in specified lift hicknesses, compacted with 
equipmat, and compaction criteria was et.  

The records are on file and document that material was 
qualified. inspected for proper placement, sad passed all 
compaction test.  

Inplace Waterial Compaction Test Reports 701, 702, 880, 925 
and 926 verify that test were ru on potential "soft" areas 
of the subgrade, and the areas met the compaction limit.
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W FSAR section 2.5.4.8 gave the analysis performed on the 1RC piping for potential settlement due to soil 
liquefaction. There were borings taken all aloang the 
pipeline and analysed. This analysis coatnfirmed the 
foundatio of the pipeline was adequate. The UN FSAR 
section 3.7.3.12 gave the criteria used for analysiang the 
butried n01 piping. The atlysis was based on the fact that thk backfill material was placed to standards that insure 
suitable bearing conditions. Therefore, the transition from 
one material to another, i.e.. in situ soil to backfill 
should not be a problem. The analysis confirmed that if the 
backfill was placed as specified, the stress levels of the 
piping would Le below the ASHE Code allowable for settlement 
induced loads.  

SMS Investigation Report alumber I-85-598-UB revealed that personnel. wbich performed investigations of mortar lining, 
witnessed the misalignment that occurre4 when EMC0 pipes were 
cut. Nowaver, the WSES could not determine that the original 
backfill was the cause of the piping misaligment.  

W civil engineers were responsible f#r the lay-out of the trench excavation and pipe alignment. They were not involved 
in the installation, nor the actual backfilling operation.  
The civil engineers involved did not observe any incorrect 
placement of backfill.  

Two mechanical engineers responsible for the ERC pipeline 
concrete liming installation, cutting pipe,. and reinstalling 
the pipe sections had no knowledge of extreme distortion of the pipe after cutting ouat sections. They stated there were some fit-up problems, due to ovrality of new pipe sections not 
matching with buried pipe sections, but nothing out of the ordinary for 30-inch diameter pipe. The fit-up did not 
require excessive force to correct problem.  

Two UW CQC inspectors, of the four responsible for 
inspection of concrete liner installation, stated they saw so 
evidence of extreme distortion. One inspector had beard 
rueors of the large fit-up problems, but had no first-hand 
knowledge. The other two inspectors no longer work for TA and were sot available.  

The TROI list did not have any ICRs that were written agaianst the S3CE pipeline backfill, and CQC unit had no records of 
any.
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Conclusion 

The concern was not factual with regard to improper backfill 
methods osed. and thus causing excessive stresses o the 
ECM pipes. The backfill was installed, inspected, nad 
documented in accordauce with drwaings. specifications nad 
procedres. The correct method of backfill placemt did not cau*se esxcessive stresses.  

The analysis perfoCMd ea the 1M01 pipelines Wiuch shmoed 
stress levels belm the AS£E Code allowable for settlsm-nt 
induced leads, deduced backfill was plaseed to standards that 
ensured suitable bearing conditions.  

4.5 Worth talve loao Backfill 

4.5.1 Site Specific 

Discussion 

Concer: B W personnel ased improper and ancertified 
material. and placed the material in two or three foot lifts, 
resulting in material not meeting compaction levels.  

The drawing (413397-1. Revision 1) showed the concrete 
outline of north alve room foundation. Notes-6 and -7 on the drawing gave the backfill instructions and criteria for the foundation. g0o t 4 stated that "for backfilling around the walls in the north-south direction, the difference in .eevation of backflll on opposite sides of the walls shall 
not be greater than IS feet." Not-7 stated that "backfill for the area enclosed by the shield building and the 
foendation walls shbll be oncouacted crushebd stone 
conforwina to section 1032 of tSfcifiation nymbr .  
This required that 1032-crushd stone from a qualified 
offsite source be placed with no lift restrictions, except 
the balancing of opposite sides of walls, and no inspection 
test be performed since the designer did not want the 
material compacted.  

The CQC inspectors confirmed that the 1032-crushed stone 
material was installed according to the drawin, and that it 
came from a gualified offlite materials source. They 
observed the material being placed, and performed no 
compaction test.
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The Backfill Daily Reports, January 24. 1975 through 
March 27. 1975, conficted that qulified 1032-crusheod stone 
was placed and inspectors wre present dring work.  

CoetefIli: North Valve Rooe Backill 

The concernas were not factual. The specified material was 
placed i accordance with the drawings tnd specificatious.  

4.6 Low Volume Waste olding Poe Dike 

4.6.1 Site Specific 

Disussion 

Co cern: The construction craft personnel ignored CQC 
inspectors instructions for backfilling operations and wsrked 
with site sad/or DE engineers to obtain approval to deviate 
from drawings sad specifications. They were concered that 
this would jeopardize the structural integrity of the dike 
and also establish bad policy.  

The low volume mste holding pond dike was constructed on the 
wat end of the 35-acre yard drainage holding pond to 
consolidate several individual wute discharges into a single 
discharge point. The dike is approxsiately 20# feet bigh.  
constructed of earth backfill material freo sources 
establishbd by the field in coordination with Dn-CWB. The 
dike construction work was to be doeo in accordance with 
Geonral Construction Specification G-9, ox'-pt as noted.  
According to Note-A on Drawing 10w228-1, the initial fill 
material was to be placed underwste. theon once a foundation 
had been established the remaning fill was to have been 
placed using 6- to S-passes per 9-inch loose lifts. Riprap 
was to have been placed on both slope faces. The dike was to 
be a son-QA permsnont backfill structure.  

The MSRS Investigation Report 3n-5S-088-002 xubstaatated the 
concern on several points wbtich incloded: 

* QC was overruled on 0-9 specification imploementation.  

* QC wa overrled on gquality of backfiLl.
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* QC was not contacted to begin inspection at proper time.  

* Quality status of dike is indeterminate due to moeant of 
erganic materials possibly used is dike.  

* Quality status of dike is iadeterminate due to ameount of 
bridging.  

ineueer, ME has analysed the ditke from a very conservative.  
worse case, as-bauilt cordition ot two separate occasions.  
(September 12. 1985 s and February 25. 1986). usiag different 
analysis parameters. The stability analysis of the dike 
showed an adequate factor of safety. The resultant factor of 
safety was 1.9 for the most critical section, as compared 
with the recommended miaimm Safety Factor of 1.5. as given 
in Civil Design aide C1.4.2. These analysis are presented 
in mMsradams - Project Manager, Watts Bar BEngieering 
Project to Project Manager. WE Project. W OC,. dated 
February 75. 1986. -M6 - LVUP Dike - Employee Concerns" anad 
Project Manager. UBI Eaimeering Project to Project eanager, 
WU OC, dated December 19, 1915 W"UB - LTOP Dike Stability.* 

DEC bas responded to the NUSES investigation on three 
different occasions. This evaluation concurs with the DKE's 
analysis of the as-built dike stability, and DEC's responses 
to the Employee Concern IX-85-088-002 with regard to other 
system or structures. However, there will be corrective 
action with regard to a note on drawing concerning dike.  

DEC stated on their response to the USRS investigation tciht "daring the ivestigation of this concern, several 
engineering and QC units were contacted to determine if there existed similar situations in disciplines other than civil.  
From the evaluation, so potential for a similar problem 
exists in other Balance of Plant (BOP) systems or 
structures. Therefore, since no other issues were 
identified, no corrective altion is required at this time.  
If in the future a probleis is identified, then that problen 
will be evaluated and corrective actions will be takes." 

The organizational and attitude issues are a result of 
partial inspections by QC personnael in a non-QA area. This 
happens on rare occasions, and better coordination will be 
done is the future to ensuare that work is performed in strict 
adherence to drawings and specifications. A policy 
MamorandoM from Guester Uadewitg t- all UM Cons.ractioe
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Supervisors was issued December 14. 1981. on the subject of 
drawing integrity of 0OP features. This memorandum 
reaffirmed TWA's policy that ME issued drawinags will govern 
at all times. By following the policy as set forth, the.  
potential for similar problems will be negated.  

The coagnizant civil engineers felt they bad a little more 
latitude with regard to the dike construction, because they 

aknew the intended purpose of the dike, the notes on the 
drawings, and the dike being non-%A. They did not feel at 
the time that CQC was being overruled. The inspection start 
point and inspection points were established in Work Package 
C199022 and in a prework meeting There were several 
discuassions held at various points during the construction of 
the dike between DIC, DUE, and CQC personnel and there was 
verbal agreement on steps to be taken to coatinue 
construction. The backfill below water level is 
indeterminate, since no one observed the actual dumping at 
all times. However, so engineers or CQC personnel saw any 
signs of large stumps or organic material goiang into dike.  
The first time the material was damped irto the dike area, 
the CQC supervisor interpreted the fill as being above the 
point that they were designated to start inspecting, which 
was at the 1-foot above water level. However, it was 
*zexplained that the material had to be spread oat and 
compacted. He concurred and CQC startad inspecting at 1-foot 
above water level as planned. A conduit trench was dog 
through the length of dike at a later date, and it was 
inspected for organic material by several eangineering 
personnel and none were found. This trench was above water 
level though, and this was the material inspected by CQC.  

The cognizant DE engineer felt that all the material should 
have bees inspected and the general requirements of G-9 
should have been adhered to, with the exceptions of material 
comapaction, type aiterial and testing. The DR engineer 
visited the site wad defined the tern mdeformation' as being 
2-3 inches, sad issued other guidelires with regard to the 
state of the dike backfill during the site visits by v"werbal" 
instructions. These verbal instractiors were usually issed 
to all parties in a group discussion. The DE engineer felt 
the day to day directions for the dike coastructioen was the 
site engineer's responsibility. The DOR Engineer stated that 
netcher construction superintendents nor craftsmean attempted 
to bypass site engineers by going thru DU at any time.
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Cognizant CQC personnel felt the problems with construction 
of the dike wre the "verbal" instructions with no follow-up 
docmentatio. They never questioned the engineears authority 
or responsibility to mke decisions about the dike 
constructios. Eowmnr, Mhom coaflicts or questioaable areas 
caen up involving the druings or specificatious, they were 
met supplied with the doeem tation that was necessary to 
as-r the inspectors questions, *a though the dike was 
ust-p. CQC pesomal were meer confident that they were 
always notified that backfill was being placed, as was 
required by TWA General Coastruction Specification G-9.  

CQC supetrvisio iaitiated discussiass and m oraa-es to get 
the questionable areas clarified betwmen them and site 
engineering. The clarifications mwre obtained after the 
construction of the dike was completed. Bowver, as a resu lt 
of the policies that cme out of those discussions, the 
problems and/or misunderstandiags will not happen again.  

UBI DC has established sweral policy clarifications since 
the low rolme- meste pond dtke was coastructed. This has 
improved the organizational anad attitade issues with regard 
to non-QA related work. The mmorandum - Project Manager, 
UNW OC to Ail n-scbhedule Employees. UB OC, dated December 
13, 1985, "UW - Drawing Integrity on sOP Features" reaffirms 
and clarifies project policy, that no feature will be 
constructed in violation of issued drawings and 
specifications and all deviations will be documented. The 
informal memorandum to WU files - Sapervisor, CEU, UWB OC to 
WO Files, dated September 4, 1985 clarified the type of 
backfill to be ased on UE.  

The issuance and implementation of Work Control Procedure QCP 
l.60, Revision 0 will also aid in preventing a recarrence of 
any dispautes betwen CQC and site engineering. The work and 
inspection criteria has to be documented by a work plan prior 
to any work being performed.  

Conclusion 

The concern was generally factual with regard to craft 
personnel getting approval from site engineers to continue 
eartbfill operations after CQC inspectors had put them on 
held. Mowever, the approvals by the site e*gineers wre 
based on their interpretations of the drawings and/or 
specifications considering the purpose of the dike anad the
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non-QA type work that was being performed. which was the 
engineer's responsibility. Site engaineers should have 
provided for better inspection initially, ad drawing and/or 
specification interpretations shoald have bee followed-up by 
decamentation. The documatation as provided long after the 
dike was completed.  

The two questions raised by this concern have bee addressed 
by the following actions: 

The dike has bee analyzed and accepted for its desiagned 
purpose is the as-built coadition by DUE. However, a note 
shoald be put oa drawing 10U228-1 stating that "the LVIUP 
dike will not be used for any other purpose without prior 
approval from DU due to indeterminate foundation material 
for the dike." 

The WN Project policy clarification with regard to son-QA 
work and organization changes that have taken place at UNI 
since dike construction will prevent a recurrence of similar 
problems on any other part of the project.  

4.7 General Concerns 

4.7.1 Site Specific 

Concern: (1) Bad backfill practices were encouraged and were 
not fully or adequately doceumanted.  

Co9ces: (2) Craft superintendents ordered craft personnel 
to intentionally bypass QA inspection holdpoints relating to 
backfill operation. This caused significant mounts of 
rework.  

concern: (3) Craft personnel refuse to remove adequate 
backfill to permit a representative compaction test, when 
inspectors suspect improper backfill preparaties.  

Cogacusion: In evaluating the other sixteens mployee concerns, 
there was so evidence as to validity of these three concerns 
occurring as a general practice. Therefore, three cosceras 
are net factual. The docmenstation sad evaluations researched 
on the other issues covered such broad areas, both QA and 

on-QA, that sufficient evidence exists to substantiate that 
so preogrnamstic problems existed within material placement 
ares.
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4.8 Dry Active Vaste (DIA) Bailding - (SQl) 

4.8.1 Site Specific 

Concern: The ares or concer was that SQW DAW Building 
foudation was being c ostructed on unsaitable backfill 
material. that cold result is uneven settlement of the 
building. This was a SQ site-specific concern.  

The ares that the DAM Bilding was to be built on had been 
previously built p. usist Maste bacfill material, during 
the early stages of the plant construction. The material was 
random backfill and not compacted. The area was originally 
intended as a storage yard, and controlled fill was not 
considered necessary. The DAM Building was non-QA. The 
material was not inspected at the time of the original 
backfill placmenot, becase there was no requirement or need.  

The conTerr was evaluated at the site on January 21. 1986. by 
cognizant engineers from SQ Rlodifications Unit, DEC nuclear 
Services Branch (ISB). and DUE Civil Engineering Branch 
(CEB). The decision was made that the existin; material 
needed to be removed prior to constructing the foundation of 
the building, and backfilled with 1032-crushed stone 
material. The material was to be removed and areas excavated 
to approximately 12 to 1S inches below in situ soil for all 
columa footings. grade beams, and under the compactor area of 
the DAM Building. The work was performed by the DEC KSB 
Unit. The areas were aetaally over exeravated beyond the 
original guidelines. The foandation area was backfilled with 
compacted 1032-crushebd stone in 4-inch layers to the required 
elevation, before placing the concrete building foundation.  
The material was inspected randomly by cognizant engineers 
from DEC NSB Unit, not QC-laspectors, and no documentation 
was recorded, since the DAM Building was non-QA.  

The concerned individual had been contacted by the SQK 
Rodifications Unit supervisor in charge of the DAU Building 
construction, and he was satisfied with the corrective action 
takes. This fact was revealed by SQo Nodifications Unit 
supervisor and was docuaented in his note to file, on his 
investigation.
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The memorandu referenced in 3.2.8(825 860203 020).  
summarized the January 22. 1986 site meeting to discuss the 
DAM Building backfill material concern and appropriate course 
of action. The conclusions of the site inspection were that: 

1. The random fill was not an acceptable foundation for the 
footings.  

2. An overexcavation of approximately 3-feet would reach in 
situ soils.  

The corrective action recomendations made as a result of 
findings were: 

1. Over excavate the footings to the buff-colored in situ 
soils. Replee the excavated material with 1032-crushed 
stone in approximate 4-inch lifts and compact with 
approximaately 10 passes of the Bomag roller or power 
tampers (in footings).  

2. Advise IPELL (the building designer) of the problem with 
the random fill.  

The IRPELL design drawings C-01 and 9-01 for the DAW Building 
were reviewed. It called for building to be non-QA and did 
not call for anything special with regard to foundation 
material requirements.  

Conclusion 

The concern was valid with regard to unsuitable backfill 
material. However. the situation has been corrected to the 
conceraned individual's satisfaction by removal of the material 
beneath the DAU Building and backfilling with compacted 
1032-crushed stone.  

5.0 COLLECTIVE SIGNIFICASCI 

The soils issues introduced no programmatic problems, and only two site 
specific NI-QA Problems. The materials were correctly used, placed, and 
documented in acecordance with drawings, specifications, and procedares to 
satisfy the structures 4dein function in all casesr. The plants ability 
to perform their design function safely have not been compromised by anay 
of the soils issues. Overall, management and employees did a creditable 
Job within the soils issues are.. There were som minoer non-QA area 
breakdowns, but nothing significant.
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5.1 Significance of Each Issue 

5.1.1 Barrier Trenches: 

* M/D C respoases to 3SIS investigative report 
fl-45-442-113 provided adequate assurance as to the 
reliability of the barrier trenches.  

* lobert L. Cleod Associates, nlac. was retained to do an 
independent oegineering review of the barrier trenches 
installation. The Cload report concurred with the DuE/IC 
and CT responses.  

* Professor B. Bolton Seed of the University of California 
reviewed the Cloud report end coacarred with the report.  

* uWN drawing 101213-2 providod for 1075 crushed stoe 
requirements as an alternate source selection.  

* Trenches will not be ceaproaised, structurally or 
functionally by docmented seepage ad erosion areas.  

* The "Gap" that exists between Trench B and IPS was 
determined to provide an adequate cut-off that was 
reasonable and justifiable by both ECTG. DNE, RCLA, INC.  
and Professor Seed.  

CEB 830101 020 addresses strength testing and that TVA had 
met requgired criteria with regard to the use of 1075 
crushed stone.  

5.1.2 Sinkt ole: 

* Site civil engineering evaluated the soils conditions and 
decided to excavate the area and backfill the area with 
coapacted 1032-crush stonea prior to the employees concerns.  

* Recurrence of the wet spot or cavity is non-existant.  

5.1.3 Slowdown Lines Backfill: 

* Backfill operations were installed in accordance with 
procedural requiremants.  

* CCI-C47, 11-13, Was written to clarify verbal direction to 
satisfy CQC reluctance to work from verbal instructionas.
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* Leakage condition existed but was not a result of backfill 
operations.  

* Piping was repaired sad leakage subsided siagnificantly.  

5.1.4 ERCW Pipelines Backfill: 

* Soil borings taken satisfied the requirements of UD FSAR 
Section 2.5.4.8 sad 3.7.3.12.  

* Records and documents ona file verifies the proper 
material and soil placement was in accordance to drawings, 
specifications sad procedures.  

* Analysis criteria in UBWR FSAR Section 3.7.3.12 confirmed 
that backfill placed as specified produced stress levels 
on buried pipes below the ASHE code allowable for 
settlement induced loads.  

5.1.5 North Valve Room Backfill: 

* Documentation verifies proper material and soil placement.  

5.1.6 Low Volume Waste Noldint Pond Dike 

* The LVWHP dike is not safety related and quality records 
of the design sad construction are not necessary.  

* QC was improperly utilised during dike backfill operations.  

* Engineers and supervisors were lax with regard to 
adherence to drawings and specifications on this non-QA 
dike.  

* LVWHP Dike has indeterminate foundation material.  

* Engineering (DM) conducted two separate engineering 
evaluations of as-built worse case conditions with the 
results that the safety factor due to the oversize of the 
dike exceeds the 1.5 safety factor for the dikes purpose.  
The calculations resulted in a 1.9 safety factor.  

* Hanagement has issued directives to preclude the use of 
verbal instructions which are in conflict with engineering 
drawing and/or specifications.  

5.1.7 General Coaceras

* *one
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5.1.b Dry Active Waste (DAW) Buildint - (SCO) 

The decision was made that the material needed to be removed 
prior to building the foundation of the building, and 
backfilled with 1032-crush stone material.  

6.0 0CS 

6.1 Barrier Trenches: 

* Groundwater table fluctuations in the permeable layers of trench 
resulted in slope seepage.  

* WBI FlSA not incorporating "as-built" conditions of trench 
expeditiously due lack of coordination between DrE and licensing 
group.  

6.2 Sink Hole 

Leaking Air LiUs 

6.3 Slowdown Lines Backfill 

None - Soil backfill placement had no impact to blowdown pipe 
problems, so no direct cause was assigned to this issue. The 
pipe repair/replacement resulted from pipe installation 
process, completely se*prate from soil placement.  

6.4 ERCW Pipelines Backfill 

None 

6.5 North Valve Room Backfill 

None 

6.6 Low Volume Waste Holding Pond Dike 

Site engineering was inconsistent in controlling backfill activity 
operations in regard to established procedures, for this specific 
noan-A Dike.  

6.7 General 

None 

6.8 Dry Active Waste (DAW) Building - (SQN) 

The specifications and/or drawings failed to initially define the 
foundation requirements.
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7.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIOI 

7.1 Correctfv Action Already Taken or Planned 

7.1.1 Barier Tranches 

DK-CEB is to issue an ECU to excavate the seepage point area 
and cosmetically repair slope damage on southest side of 
Intake Paumping Station. (CATD 10100-UBW-01) 

Line management response as: 

A program has been established (UBEP-WP-S) to monitor the 
leakage. Besides the leakage fl". several other water levels 
and observations in that area of the plant are being made.  
The initial results show a direct relationship between the flow 
rate and the pool level in the yard pond.  

Due to the above relationship, the repair of the leakage area 
will require an expanded leakage monitoring program to resolve 
any post construction monitoring program to resolve the 
leakage sources(s), facilitate repairs, and resolve any post 
construction monitoring and reporting requirements. The 
expanded program will include the following steps: 

(1) fard Pond Leakage Testing and Repair 
(2) CCW Blowdown Potential Leakage Testing 
(3) Repair of Leakage Area at IPS and Underground Barrier 

Trench B 

At the completion of the expanded leakage monitoring program, 
an ECU will be initiated to accomplish any needed repairs.  

URB PSAR Section 2.5-Incorporation of underground Barrier 
"As-Built" information is to be incorporated in BWn PSAl.  
(CATD 10100-UM-02) 

Line management response was: 

Tht.lljAE_ ^tsA fl e. hr.l-bjI.&onditions sf the
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7.1.2 Sink Hole 

The sink hole was excavated to a reasonable reduction point, the 
source was identified sad eliminated, and the hole was backfilled 
using qualified materials. Corrective Action coopleted Drior to 
the emoloree concern.  

7.1.3 Blowda Lino* Backfill 

The pipe between the cooling ULar wsir box at approximately 
elevation 702 to the pipe-tee was repaired by patching the 
existing fibertlass pipe. This repair procedure did not stop the 
leaks totally, but reduced the leakage of water to on acceptable 
amount to satisfy DNE. The pipeline was never designed to be 
completely watertight. The leg of the pipe between the tee and 
holding pond was not considered to be repairable due to so anch 
damatge. The section of pipe between the existing access n. B.  
and tee of the holding pond leg was completely replaced using a 
48-inch Class III concrete pipe in accordance with CCI-C47 in 
1984. The backfill material below the bloudown line is granular 
material which will allow for any small amount of water leaking 
to drain to the south slope of the excavated area. Corrective 
Action completed prior to the employee concern.  

7.1.4 EkCI Pipelines Backfill 

So corrective action required.  

7.1.5 North Valve goom Backfill 

No corrective action required.  

7.1.6 Low Volume uaste Iolding Pond Dike 

No major corrective actions need to be performed for this 
specific concern. However. UBM DM civil engineers will 
initiate an EoC to put a note on the drawing 10228-1 stating 
that "the LVHP dike will not be used for any oth'r purpose 
(except as noted below) without prior approval from DE, beeause 
of the indeterminate foondation material for the dike.  

The construction of the electrical conduit banak to the 
eoteorological Station through the dike was approved based on the 

fact that loss of dike and conduit bank would not be critical to 
the safety of the plant." (CATD 10100-0Bm-03)
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SUDCATEGORY - 101

CI QoSIIONCo0 TE REAQON (0f OR i IP ESS: 
"SEISMIC IRiNCH" ACROSS THE IN' AKE S0Cr1 r .2 
STRUCTURE. CONCIRNED THAI OIRING fINDiNIt 
SEISMIC EVENT THE COOt IW WATER PIPES SECtION: 4.1 
COULD RUPTURE AND CUT Off THE COOL
ING mATER SUPPtY TO 1il PiANT, ROTH 
UNIT 1U2. NO FURTHIR DETAILS GIVFM 
ON ISMIY Ct.  

ENlINEERS, ON Sill, EING IYPASSID bI ItVM4ATIC PROCllS 
SUPERITENDEIINTS 10 Gil CNANCFS APPROV- SICTICN: 3.2.6 
ED. SITE ENGINEER WOULD N01 APPROVE 11INGiv.: 
IIE CIHIGE. SO THE PAPIK M SENT TO SECTION: 4.6 

OKVILLE, IN A SUCCESSFUL ATTlEPT TO 
GET IT APPROVIO. FERIS KNI VILE HAY 
NOT NAVE KNU WHIY IT MWASIr APPWOVED 
SY 0O SITE ENGINEERS OR EVEN THAT It 
HAD KEN TURNED 00I1.  

THE RLDOMAM LINES (PIPK) I`(0 COOl- VAIUAIION PRiOCtl 
ING TONER TO RIVER ARE NOT POPERLY SECTION: 5..  
INSTALLED, LEAKAE AT SEISMIC RAR- ILqOIMiGt 
RIR MAY CAUSE EROSION. SECTION: 4.5
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INVIESTIATION 

REPORT

NM D RIY 
K-FOm

CONCERN 
DESCRIPTION

SR CRAFT SUPERINTENDEIN, (ANE KNOMI) 
ORDERED CRAFT PERSONEL 0 INTIENT
IONALY BYPASS QA INSPECIION NOID

POIINTS RELATING 10 BACKFIL OPERA
TIONS. RESULT MAS A SIGNIFICANT 
MOUNI OF mASIED EFFORT AND REWORK.  
TIE INDIVIDUAL COULD NOT PROWIDE 
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS/TINES. UNITS 
1I2. CONSTRUCTION DEPARINFNT CONCERN.  
CI mAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION.

REFERENCE SECTION 0 
CATEGORY - CO 

SUCATEGORY - 101 

VAfUAIIOI P"OCESS: 
SECTION: ).I 53.1 

SECTION: 4.1

IIU--442-II CO 101 
150044

(115-442-XIS CO 
150044 mP

WI N 11141 
REPORT 

WIN DNO Y 
K-FORN

I4-5-44-XI No 

1-5-442-XIS SR

mWE CONSTRUCTION TRAILERS WERE 
M 0cED (EAST SIDE OF TURSINE WUID
ING), A LARGE SINK HOEt WAS NOTICED.  

CONSTRUCTION ATTEHPTED TO LOCAEF THE 
CAUSE mHICH APPEARED TO RE AN OLD 
AIR OR WATER LINE, HOEVER NOTHING 
WAS EVER IDENTIFIED.  

WEST SIDE (-" SIDE) UNDERGROUNO D 
BT INTAKE MAS NOT DONE PER SPECIFIC
ATION BECAUSE OF SCHEDULE, PRESSURE, 
WINTER SEASON AND RAINY MEATHER. IN
STEAD OF USING CPACTAKE CLAY, TVA 
USED 1075 (T-I SPEC) WNICH IS 0,75 
1.5-" ATERIAL USED NAINIY IN FRENCH

EVAUATION PROCESS: 
SECTION: 5.2.2 
FINDINGS: 
SECTION: 4.2 

EVAIUATION PROCESS: 
SECTION: 32.1 
INDPI : 

SECTION: 4.1

4MTI

CORll 
IRMRL
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REPORT R
CONCERN 

DESCRIPT ION

REFERENCE SECTION 
CATEGORY - CO 

SUKCATE60RY - 101

IW-5-4424I 
(CONTINUED)

DAINS AS FILLER MATERIA. IT IS EAST 
TO INSTALt IN M WEATHER AND IT AKIES 
UP 20' OF THE SOUIN END, AND IS NOT 
COMPC TED. ALSO. THE -' TRENCH (DM) 
DOES'T CONTACT THE INTAKE SIRUCTURE 
BUT; KNIOVILLE SAID "IF THE NRC DOESN'T 
SAY ANYTHING THEN WE'LL JUST KEEP QUIlt* 
AND QC MAS TOLD NOT TO RIIE AN NCR.  
MOUN THE TRENCH EDGE I CAP FETWEEN 

TRENC A INTAKE ATER SEEMS TO WELL UP 
HEN THE PON IS AT ITS NORAL LEVEI.  

THIS IS A PROBL BECAUISE THE REASON 
FOR UILDING THE UNDERGROUND WmS WAS 
TO KEEP SAND UNDER I AOUND INTAKE FROM 
*LIUIFYINGO DOUING AN EARITHQUAE.

4IN-45 2-4001 CO 
15005S

101 ON RNNY 
K-FOC1

44081

NO RONDONN LINES (EXACT LOCATION UN
KMMNO) ERE RE-INSTALLED WITH ONLY 
2' OF INSPECTED MCKFIll, PER APP
IICAME CONSIRUCTION CHANGE NOTICt, 
ISSUED MECAUSE INSPECTOR REFUSED TO 
TAKE DAY T DAY DIRECTION VERSAILY 
FROM aNP ENGINEERING (ME KNONm).  
CI RESEARCH DETEMINED THAI DOCUMEW
TATION EXISTS TO INDICATE THAT THE 
INITIAL REASON FOR LINE NEORK AS 
THAT ONLY r ON INSPECTED I ACFILL MAS 
INITIALLY PRWIDED.

tVAUATION PROCESS; 
SECTION: 5.2.s 
LIJOIggS: 
StETIONI 4.1

CONCEM 
OUMiR
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EKPORT
CONCERN 

DESCRIPTION

RtrFtENCE SECTION 0 
CAIEGORY - CO 

SUSCATEGORY - 101
W-415412-007 CO 

150035 

T-swit-ol

I-$-5-U)9-00 CO 
150219

101 MI MO N 

101 uNN IINI T 
K-FOM

IN-5-442-X1I SRi 

1I45-442-xII SR

101 UN N I 
K-F0Rm

TRENCH Br, SOUTH OF THE INIAKE PIIP- IVALUATIO PROCISI: 
*NG STATION, HAS DEVELOPED AN ARIE- SECTIONI 5.2.1 
SIAN ELt IN THE TRENCH AREA. TRENCH F IMINGS: 

AS ORIGINALlY DESIGNED AS A SEISMIC SECTION: 4.1 
MARIER BY ORDER OF THE NRC AND Cl IS 

CONCERNED THAT EROSION IS OCCURRING AS 
A RESUT OF THE WATER. IVA IS MRE O 
THE PIoEN BUT HAS FAILED 10 TAKE ANT 

CORRECTIVE NEASURES.  

ECN LIIQUEFACTION, UNOERGOUNI BAR- (VAIUATION PIacISs: 
RIER-TRENCH S. MAIERIAIS USED 10 SECTION: ,T2.1 

KFILL-SEtUENCE. TYPE A Fill tt TO TYPE FINDINIS: 
A FIll TIE AT IPS (010 NOT ACHIEVE) SECTION: 4.1 
OWRNING 10 I 211 APPLIES.

SR EROSION OF BANK DUE TO WATER LEAKAGE, 
SOUTH OF INTAKE PUNP STRUCTURE. E
DETAILS KOMN TO QTC. WITHHED DUE TO 
CONFIDENTIALTY, CI DECIWNED TO PRO
VIDE ANY FURITHER INFORMATION. NO 
FURTHER INFOIATION CAN BE RELEASED.  
CONSTRUCTION IEPARTENTI CONCERN.

tVlUAOIM PIOCISS: 
SECTION: 3,I1 

SECTION: 4.1
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PAWC

CATEGCOR: CO CONSIUCTION-MOCESS
LIST OF EMtlOIt CONCERN IWFOWIAICM 

SUKCATICORY: 101 SOISt

COWfEl 
NCI.'

11-41-529-004 CO 
Isomc

CGEERIC 
APt 

SUB PT a I S I 
CAT CAT IOC F IQ9

REPORT

QTCINSRS P 
INVESTIGATION S 

KENT R 

IH45-529-04 NO

COUIERNW 
ESCRIPT ION

RNDONM LINES AUNNING FROM COO ING 
TQWR TO RIVER ARE IEAKING BADY ANID 
POSSIRILE EROING LINE BACKFILL IN tIH 
AMIA. THIS COULD POSSIBY CAUSE FAIL
URE OF LINt OU 10 tIN COtIAPSE. NO 
FURINER OETAILS AVAILABME.

REFEREICI SECTION 
CATEGRT - CO 

SUKAtCEGORI - 10 

SfCIION:I 4.,

IN-es-91)-OOW CO 
15201

101 WI N NNY 
K-FOM

SR EARTHNOIK SACKFiLL IlT LI MIS WERE iVAATION flSIt 
OFTIN ENCEH0OD EBtlEN CCPemIION OP. SECTIONl; .2.1 
ERATIONS. INSTEAD OF AVERO ING A0UIT fINQINGJ 
I' C ODEPTH, IFTS OF TNO OR IHRE SECTIONt 4.1 

FEET WERE PIACED rFOC CMPACT INS.  
(KW tLE SEISMIC BARMIER IReNCHS 
AWJIENT 10 INTAKE SIRUCTURC. UNIIS 
I, 1974-1917, CONSTRUCIION OPI.  
CONCEN. CI WAS NOFURITIER INORMATION,

II-S-91S-D03 COc 
1SQ20

101 KMN RNY 
REPOR1T

IN15-1S-W 14 SR IVA USED InPPOPI., UNCRtIIIfID ACK- IVAlUATION PROCt$: 
FILL MATIERIAL WIDET-THROUGOUT THE SECTIONl 3,2.1 

1NP SITE. THIS MATERIAL DID 01NOT ININGIt 
PACK WMLL, AND CCMPCTION LEVIS MKER SECTION; 4.1 

,LSM NRAT MAS NEEDED TO ENSURE STABLF 
FILLS. EKAMULE INCLUDE SEISMIC mTRiEHN s 
AU A THE INTAKE PWUPINS STATION AND R
NEAT THE NORT11VAlV ROO1S. CI HAS NO 
FURTIER INFORMATION. CONSTRUCTION DPT.  
CONCEN. 1974-1971,

w440
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K40M 
- UN 

K-,-11

COMCEMI 
DSCRIPI tow

MFEWICE SECIIO1 * 
CAEGRY - CO 

SIuKAHIOWRY * 101

SR TVA KNENINGIY USID UMAIlMItOI ID WK IVAIUATION NtJI: 
F111 MTHOD AS HRIMS ITHAT UAI i SIECIIONi 3. , 3.1.5 
MTIVII Q UA IIY IHIIOEIEIINA [t1 (E. FiH11i 

tIIS: IN TIE CASE 1F IH S ISMIC SECIMO: 4.1, 4,5 
NIHCNIS, MKMi WAS 1AKMN Will M

TiREIM SKIMFS IIF S IM WCUSSARY IISIS 
MND XWAICAS NWER ME. INIS MTIRIAL 
I TOO C00 N SAWND 1NOTI INOUGI CtAY, 

MD MSU NOT MIAO t 10t CoWPTION 10 
Im MOUID Mo Om . CIVIl INSPICTORS 
WMIR OIWCIO TO MCCIPT THIS. ALSO TIH 
MIUTRIAI AS PIED 0 1 If IS O TWO OR 
THME Fi INIISKAD OF SS t HAN OM FOl.  
TMIS MWS II I ITH SEISMIC IMINCHES. MD 
IN THN AMA NOR UNIER INI NOIRT VAVt POO, 
1974-191. CI HAS NO FURTIEIR INFOMIA ION.  
COSTitMcIA WOKPMIITMN CONCrnm.
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"S owl$ 1O OIMiEtU WI Al EKCMU.  

1,1l AND WIRI Nt FIRIT 01 AW AIItt 
1tW1=11116 1IISFMRWI 1914 10 SAIlE 
SINciFIC EUIIES or ;IMS ww DI 
AN CONIAINEP AS OININ COSEEPI IN t1l1S 
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UPON?

I 5-"5W65 so two Is* hNtAK) PIPKlINIS AN WIUmi.II- 112I 1.  
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WINI JSUMC1D 10 51US$S OJslo ON. Lwi1ut 
1410AI MKfINGII WIN 1IIS 1 OPENtO1cI 4.4 

111IWUS 1"011O11tlIS KWINS) poNII 
ONIGINAtI WSIAttII011i tON: 1O9 f6, 
tATENt $IRIS WANT SIM It WI PIPE 
WAS ECAVAtIS AND CUT FOR MIAN 1,I11111 
10 ABOU I=, SECNMJ IN PIPE WEO 

UP to1060 HIEN CUT - PIPK oplheO 
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No o CI yf 1003110 NESS is HIS f Cu IKtAt 
INCAVAIIO 106 WINR 11,1to IJIONGMIUWIO 
011A1110 ING1 CIA?, VARIOUS MI M~S 
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